
 

 

Draft Minutes for Distribution 
 

Ogden Gardens Condominiums HOA Annual Meeting 
Meeting held at Ogden Street South 

February 5, 2020 at 6pm 
 

1. Susan Whitman called the meeting to order.  
 

2. Roll Call- Shannon McCarthy presented signup sheets for 
attendance. Present were: Eric Shoemacher, Adam Linton, Devin 
Brown, Heather Rector, Karen DeRose, Susan Whitman, Karen 
Roewe, Tara Leberman, Rachel Plencner, Craig and Cathy Reed.  
Proxies were received by: Erin O’Neill, Michelle Halperin, Steve 
Weiner, Brett Feeley, Pat Choulber, and James Flor. 

 
3. Proof of Notice- Shannon McCarthy confirmed that notice of the 

meeting was mailed to the homeowners in sufficient time 
according to the by-laws. 
 

4. Approval of 2018 Annual Minutes – Motion for approval was 
made by Craig Reed and seconded by Rachel Plencner, with the 
motion being carried. 

 
5. Financial Report: 
a.  Financial reports were reviewed and discussed; 2019 year end 

results and the 2020 Operating Budget .  
b. Question was raised if the budgeted amount of $5,600 was 

sufficient for 2020, in comparison to the 2019 expense of $6,900. 
Shannon explained that there was abnormal snow fall during the 
first quarter of 2019; the budgeted amount of $5,600 should be 
sufficient based on normal Denver snow fall. 

c. Motion was made by Craig Reed and seconded by Eric 
Shoemacher for approval. Motion was passed. 

 
5. Board Elections: 



 

 

a. Shannon explained that all five board positions were up for 
election resulting in the absence of any 2019 HOA Annual 
Meeting being held. Shannon also explained that the person 
elected with the most votes would serve a two-year term, the 
person with the lease votes would serve a one-year term, and the 
other elected members would decide who would serve the 
additional two (2) two-year terms, and who would serve the 
additional one (1) one-year term at the next Board meeting when 
officers are selected. 

b. Ballot were passed out to the homeowners present (to include any 
proxies). Five people had submitted their names for election: 
Susan Whitman (207), Rachel Plencner (304), Tara Leberman 
(302), Devin Brown (105), and Craig Reed (307). Shannon 
gathered the votes, along with the Proxies submitted from owners 
not present. Shannon tallied the results- with all five being elected. 

 
 
6. New Business: 

a.  Discussion begin with Susan outlining that a major goal of the 
Board going forward was to focus on the reinvestment of our 
building. A major goal is to increase the appreciation of all our 
home assets. A multi-year capital improvement inventory of 
projects or repairs has been assembled and will continue to be 
developed. These items will be prioritized and priced for 
completion. The Board will be soliciting input from homeowners 
for any additional repairs. 
 

b. Discussion on communication among home owners and the Board 
took place. Tara Leberman reminded the homeowners that there is 
a group email that is directed to all homeowners 
(ogdengardenshoaboard@gmail.com). 

c. Some homeowners expressed that they would like more 
communication as to happenings within our community.  It was 
decided that a newsletter would be developed and periodically 
distributed to update homeowners on community issues.  More 



 

 

urgent matters will be communicat immediately as done in the 
past.  
 

d. Rachel Plencner updated the homeowners on the status of the 
garage door repair. A new door is scheduled to be installed within 
the next few weeks, with anticipation of completion within one day 
to complete. Notice will be sent to all owners when the repair will 
commence. This project was ear-marked during 2019 and is 
estimated to be $8-$10K.  There was a discussion on a security 
camera to be installed observing the door so that homeowners that 
are damaging the new door can be held accountable. The viability 
of this will be examined at a future time. 
 

e. The roof on the east side of the building needs repair.  Dan Cupit, 
an engineer contracted by the Board, determined the roof was 
improperly terminated.  This project was ear-marked in 2019 and 
is estimated to cost approximately $15K. 
 

f. Discussion on landscaping for the building ensued. A suggestion 
was made to have a Landscaping committee reconvene to review 
current condition of plants, shrubs, etc. A communication will be 
distributed to solicit interested homeowners. 
 

g. Garbage removal was discussed. Some homeowners would like a 
bin that allows the disposal of larger items.  To accommodate this 
change in garbage bin, it may be necessary to add an additional 
day to account for the additional yard of garbage that Waste 
Management will need to dispose of.  Shannon McCarthy will get 
pricing on an additional disposal day and report back to the Board.  
Also, Shannon pointed out that the city has a monthly scheduled 
pickup for large items. We will find out what this schedule is and 
communicate it. This will prevent large items being put outside to 
far in advance. 
 



 

 

7. Adjournment – Concluding that there was no additional new 
business, Susan Whitman made a motion to adjourn the meeting, 
with Craig Reed seconding the motion.  Meeting adjorned. 
     

 


